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When we first conceived our range of kitchens our design objective was to create a kitchen that can
be engineered in a controlled environment, to introduce greater precision and superior quality, whilst
offering an even wider choice of styles and finishes. By crafting off site we remove the need to find
local tradespeople, however some installation on site may be required, so to get a better
understanding please read the following guide.
Our process
Our objective is to make the journey from design to installation smooth and effortless for our
customers, for this reason we have made the installation process as simple as possible.
What do we mean by installation?
No matter the client, the budget or the design we will always deliver and locate, then test the kitchen
in situ, introduce you to your kitchen, and then remove all packaging and waste.
Further installation may be required under certain circumstances:
1.
2.
3.

You choose features requiring mains electricity, and/ or water and drainage
Your site has an existing patio of hard surface and needs
There are no feeds in place from existing features

To make sure that every customer has a kitchen they love with little to no effort, on their part, we can
offer a comprehensive service ensuring you have nothing to arrange other than our next visit, on a day
and time of your choosing.
If you are mid-way through a design or landscape project we can provide your existing contractors
with the specifications to minimise further installation.
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Placement only
When the unit requires nothing more than a gas feed we can set this up as you would with a
traditional BBQ using standalone bottle. In these circumstances’ installation would require us to
double check the site is stable and solid, and to level the kitchen using the adjustable feet. Once we
have ensured everything is safe, secure and operational we will remove the packaging and introduce
you to your new kitchen.
This type of placement only installation is included within the cost of the kitchen.
Site Survey
If you choose electrical or water dependant features and mains feeds are required then we will visit
your home or property to conduct a site survey, at no cost to yourself, to ascertain the necessary
steps. We will then send a formal survey detailing the next steps and any associated costs which
would be fixed at that point.
Mains feeds required
With electrical features such as fridges, freezers, lighting, entertainment features, and heating the
kitchen will require mains electricity. This would necessitate a site survey to ascertain the location of
mains power feeds and laying of necessary cabling.
This free site survey, included within the design process, can be booked on a day and time of your
choosing. This will ascertain an existing access point or required installation of an RCD protected
power feed.
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We can either provide a qualified electrician to install an external RCD protected feed from your
internal power supply, or you can use your local trusted tradesperson and we will plug in to the
external socket. Depending on the relevant location an armoured cable may then be laid from the feed
to the kitchen. This feed may require some grounds work to be buried under the patio etc in which
case we would ensure our skilled installation team leave everything looking as it should.
Should a water feed be required then we need to look for suitable access to a water feed but also
drainage into existing mains pipework. In our experience many houses have an existing external
water supply which, subject to relative location can be tapped into, then requiring a feed to be laid to
the kitchen itself. As with the power feed we may need to lift and relay patio stone etc to hide such
pipe work.
Access to drainage needs to consider such elements as fall and relative heights to ensure fluid is
successfully drained from the kitchen pipework, and as always, our aim is to install this ensuring the
finished result is as practical as it is aesthetic.
In the event that you choose features requiring both electricity and water it is worth noting that the
three feeds may require separate channels due to their relative access points.
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Costs
If you require nothing more that a placement of your kitchen with testing, handover and removal of
waste then there is no cost.
In the event that access to mains feeds is required then we will survey the site, free of charge, provide
a fixed quote and then agree an installation to suit you (once the unit is ready at our factory).
STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discuss your design with our team
Identify if a site survey is needed due to mains feed requirement
Book date for site survey at your convenience
Discuss survey results and costs with your designer
Finalise design and installation
Agree installation date
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